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Abstract 

The dependence of the magnetospheric configuration and polar cap 

structure on the north-south component of the interplanetary magnetic 

field (IMF) has been modeled by performing a three-dimensional 

time-dependent magnetohydrodynamlc (MHO) simulation of the interaction 

between the solar wind and the earth's magnetosphe re. Wh en a uniform 

southward IMF (Bz=-5nT) is initially imposed throughout the system, 

magnetic neutral lines are formed in the subsolar and midnight tail 

r egions on the equator. The magnetic field lines are dipolar near the 

earth and very concave in the magnetotail. The plasma 

antisunward near the noon - midnight meridian and the 

becomes extremely thin. When the southward IMF begins 

the simulation box with the solar wind it takes more 

minutes until tall magnetic reconnectlon begins. For 

dayside magnetic reconnection stops. 

convection is 

plasma sheet 

to flow into 

than about 40 

no IMF, the 

When a uniform northward IMF (Bz=SnT) is initially imposed 

throughout the system, the plasma sheet thickens in a small region 

near the noon-midnight meridian and extends into the tail lobes. When 

viewed from the polar cap, this appears as a narrow finger of closed 

field lines extending into the polar cap. The plasma sheet extension 

becomes less pronounced when the northward IMF begins to enter the 

simulation box with the solar wind. For both cases the convection near 
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the noon-midnight meridian is sunward, and field aligned currents of 

the region 1 type appear on both sides of the plasma sheet extension. 

When the IMF is southward, the polar cap expands until it reaches 65 ° 

latitude at midnight while it shrinks to 80° for northward I MF. 

1. Introduction 

It is not easy to understand the interaction process between the 

solar wind and a planetary magnetosphere from only the limited 

measurements provided by a spacecraft. This is because the 

observations are temporarily and spatially limited to the spacecraft 

trajectory. In order to understand a magnetospheric system, the 

experimentalist is challenged to interpret the limited single point 

measurements in terms of a large - scale and highly dynamic system. 

During the past several years a new technique, computer simulation by 

using the global magnetohydrodynamic (MHO) model, has been developed 

to solve the magnetospheric configuration and to present a self

consistent picture of the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction 

process. 

The first global MHD simulation of the earth's magnetosphere was 

presented by Leboeuf et al . [1978]. They used a 2-dimensional particle 

MHD code to produce a magnetospheric topology consistent with Dungey's 

reconnection model for a southward interplanetary magnetic field 

( IMF). Leboeuf et al. [ 1981] successfully extended their 2-

dimensional code to a 3-dimensional code, and again rep r oduced a 

similar topology. Leboeuf et al. used MHD particle code. The MHD 

particle code has the advantage of being numerically stable in regions 

with very low plasma density where the local Alfven speed is high 

without the small time steps required for other methods. However, t he 

plasma sheet was short (about -30 R.) because of the large numerical 

magnetic diffusion in the code. The 2-dimensional interaction between 

the solar wind and the earth's magnetosphere was simulated by us ing a 

minimally diffusive MHO code by Lyon et al. [1980]. Their results 

showed the basic features of the magne tosphere such as bow shock, 

magnetopause and a long magnetotail. They used flux-corrected 

transport (FCT) for the hydrodynamic variables and the partial donor 

cell method (PDM) for the magnetic field. Lyon et al. [1981; 1986] 

modified the MHD code and used lt to simulate a substorm-like process 

occurring in the earth 's magnetosphere. They employed a leapfrog 

time - integration scheme, a 20th-order finite difference approximation 
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for the spatial derivatives and flux-corrected transport. This MilD 

code produced a long magnetotail (more than -BORel and obtained the 

results consistent with the ncar-earth magnetic neutral-line model of 

substorms. 

Brecht et al. [1981; 1982] developed a 3-dimensional version in 

which the partial donor ce ll method was used on an inhomogeneous grid. 

As a result they could successfully treat a longer magnetotail (-90R.) 

as welJ as the sharp gradients of the bow shock and the magnetopause 

in the dayside interaction region. Wu et al. [1981] simulated the 

steady slate magnetospheri c configu ration to r eproduce many of the 

magnetosphe ric features such as bow shock, magnetopause and plasma 

sheet at quiet times by using a 3-dimensional MHO model, in which the 

Rusanov numerical scheme was used. Wu applied the MIID model to study 

the shape of the magnetosphere [Wu, 1983] and the effect of dipole 

tilt on the magnetospheric structure [Wu, 1984]. 

The interaction of the solar wind with the earth's magnetosphere 

was also studied by using a different time-dependent 3-dimensional MHO 

model by Ogino and co-workers [Ogino, 1986; Ogino and Walker, 1984; 

Ogino et al., 1985; 1986], where a modified two step Lax-Wendroff 

scheme was adopted. They projected the physical quantities such as 

the parallel vorticity and field aligned currents onto the polar cap 

along magnetic field lines in order to compare the simulation results 

with observations and demonstrated that the projected pat te rns of the 

magnetospheric convection system and field al i gned c urrents depended 

strongly on the IMF orientation. In general the model reproduced well 

the observed ions from polar orbiting satellites [Walker and Ogino, 

1987). The nature of the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling 

was also simulated by Fedder and Lyon (1987] in order to investigate 

the physics and behavior of the controlling processes. They showed 

that the current-voltage relationship in the magnetosphere was a 

dynamo process and discussed the operation of the dynamo and its 

location. 

The main purpose of the present paper is to study the role of the 

north-south component of the IMF on t h e earth 's magnetospheric 

configuration and polar cap structure by using a three-dimensional 

time-dependent MHD model with a high spatial resolution of O.SRe grid 

spacing. The simulation results for five typical cases with different 

IMF conditions will be presented and discussed in terms of the 

magnetospheric convection, field aligned currents and polar cap size. 
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2. Simulation Model 

We will only briefly r ev iew the simulation model here, because it 

has been described in detail elsewhere [Ogino, 1986; Ogino et al., 

1985]. The present purpose is to study the effects of the north-south 

component of the IMF on the magnetospheric configuration by using a 3-

dimensional global MHD simulation. Therefore, we have solved the MHO 

and Maxwell's equations in the northern and dusk quarter (Figure 1) as 

an initial value problem by using the modified two step Lax-Wendroff 

scheme. The normalized MilO equations are written as follows, 

ap ~ ~ 

-
at 

v ( v p) + DV2p (1a) 

~ 

av ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 
- (v v)v - - Vp + - J X 8 + g + - (fl 

at p p p 
(1b) 

ap ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-- - - (v V)p - Tpv v + 0pV2p 
at 

(1c) 

~ 

as ~ ~ ~ ~ 

--- V X 
at 

(v X B) - ?1V2B ( 1d) 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

J V X (B - 8 d) ' (le) 

~ 

where P is the plasma density, v the flow velocity, p the plasma 
~ ~ ~ 

pressure, 8 the magn e ti c field, Bd the dipol e field, J the c urrent 
~ ~ ~ 

density, g the gravitational force, (fl = ~V 2v the viscosity, T = 5/3 

the ratio of the specific heats , ~ = ?1 o (T/T 0 ) - 3'2 the resistivity and 

T/To is the temperature normallzcd by its value in the ionosphere. 

The uni ts for distance, velocity, and time are the earth's radius, R. 

6.37 X 10 6m, the Alfven speed at one earth radius on the equator, VA 

6.80 X 10 6mfs and the Alfven transit time, tA = Re/vA = 0.937s. The 

numerical coefficients are ?lo = 0.002, ~/P sw = 0 Dp 0.001 where 

p. w is the solar wind density. The values of ~. D and Dp were chosen 

to be small e nough that they would not have significant influence on 

the global magnetospheric structure and yet be large enough to 

suppress numerical fluctuations which otherwise occur with a scale of 

one grid space. Tl:e magneti c Reynold's number, which is the magnetic 

diffusion time divided by the Alfven transit time , is S = 200 - 2000. 

It is small near the earth and becomes larger in the distant 

magnetosphere. 



The solar magnetosphcrlc coordinate system shown i n Figure 1 was 

used in the calculation. A uniform solar wind with nsw = 5/cm 3 • Vsw = 

300 km/s and T sw = 2 x 10 5 •K flows into a s imul at i on box of 

dimensions, Xo s x s Xt, 0 s y s Yo and 0 s z s Zo at x = Xt. where 

typ ically Xo = -50.25Re. Xt = Yo Z o 25.25R •. Free boundary 

conditions , where the derivatives of all physical quanti ties are zero, 

were used at x 

were used at y 

x . , y = y . and z = z o • Mirror boundary conditions 

0 and z=O. At the mir ror boundary at y=O, ~(-y, z) 

~(y, z) is satisfied for P, Vx, Vz, p, B x and Bz and ~(-y, z) 

- ~(y, z) is satisfied for Vy and By. At z=O, ~(y, -z) = ~(y, z) is 

satisfied for p, Vx, Vy, p and Bz and ~(y, z) = -~(y, z) is satisfied 

for v,. Bx and B y . Simple ionospheric boundary conditions wer e 

imposed near the earth. At the ionosphere a static equilibrium was 

maintained [Ogino, 1986], in whi c h all the parameters are held 

constant for~ = (x 2 + y 2 + z2)t /2 < 3.5R e and all perturbations are 

damped out by using a smoothing function near the ionosphere (~ s 

5.5R e ). Therefore, the field aligned currents also disappear near the 

earth and do not form a closed loop in th e ionosphere. Instead, they 

close in the magnetosphere. The MHO equations were solved on a (Nx, 

N~. Nz) = (150, 50, 50) point grld exclusive of the boundary grid 

points. The mesh size was ~x = ~Y = ~z = 0.5R . and the time step, ~ t . 

was se lecte d as 4~x/V A = 1.87s in order to assure that the nume rical 

stability criterion, v 9 m•x ~t/~x < 1, where v 9 m•x is the maximum group 

velocity in the calculation domain, was met. 

solar 
wind 

X 

fig. 1. 

z 

-bow shock 
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_:.---:--- magnetopause 1 "-, 

lobe 
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Solar-magnetospheric coordinate system for the three-

dimensional global MilD simulation. 
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3. Simulation Results 

The response of the magnetospheric configuration and the polar 

cap structure to the north-south component of the IMF will be 

demonsLrated in this secLion. In each case, a snap shot of the 

quasi-steady state magnetospheric configu ration has been shown. The 

quasi-steady state was determined by running the code un til the large 

scale structure of the magnetosphere stopped changing. Some of the 

small-scale structure of the plasma sheet continue to evolve up until 

the ends of the simulation runs. 

3.1 Simulation result for low spatial resolution 

To start this study, we first ran the high resolution code with 

the same p~rameters used in our previous simulation results [Ogino and 

Walker, 1984; Ogino et al., 1985; 1986). We employed the same grid 

(Nx. Ny , Nz) = (60, 30, 30) and the same grid spacing of t::.x = t::.y t::.z 

p 

0 

Southward IMF, Bz = -5 nT Bz = 0 nT Northward IMF, Bz = 5 nT 

Fig. 2. Northern polar projections of the plasma pressure, p and the 

parallel velocity, v 1 for southward IMF (8,= - SnT), no IMF 

(B,=OnT) and northward IMF (O,=SnT). The hatched areas 

correspond to earthwa rd flow. 
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lR e . 

In Figure 2 we have plotted northern polar projections of the 

plasma pressure, p and the parallel velocity, vu for three different 

IMF conditions. The hatc hed areas cor r espond to the earthward flow 

for Vii· The snap shot was taken at 512 Lime steps or 32 mlnutes 

after the beglnning of the simulation. Th e southward or northward IMF 

was initially imposed throughout the system. The plasma parameters 

for p and V ii in Figure 2 have been projected along magnetic field 

li nes into the northern hem i sphe re of the earth. The pro jected values 

were determined by calculating J(f/B)dl/1(1/D)dl along the magnetic 

field lines in the simulation box where f stands for each of the 

plas ma parameters and B is the field magnitude. The expression 

generally gives an averaged value in the magnetic flux tube, and t he 

projected angle, which corresponds to an interval of 6x at a distance 

of E from the earth, is approximately calculated by 

o = (180hr)(E/Rel 3 /2(6x/R.J degrees near the pole. On the northern 

polar plots the positions of the dayside cusp and the plasma sheet can 

Southward IMF, Bz = -5 nT Northward IMF, B2 = 5 nT 

Fig. 3. Northern polar projections of the parallel vortic i ty, llu and 

the field aligned current, J i: · The hatched areas correspond to 

positive llu and J 11· 
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be clearly di stinguished, and the earthward parallel flows appear in 

the dayslde cusp and pl asma sheet r egions. The daysJde cusp and 

plasma sheet a r c located at highe r lat i tudes for northward JMF t han 

for sou t hward IMF. In particular the cusp latitude is about 82 ° for 

northward IMF (B, 5nT), 81° for no unifo rm IMF (B, = OnT) and 76 ° 

for southward IMF (8, = -5nT). Moreover, the plasma sheet extends 

f r om midn ight toward noon for northward IMF. 

In Figure 3 t he northern pola r projections of the parallel 

vorticity. 0 11 , and the f icld aligned current s, J 11 . for the same three 
~ ~ 

Ii\IF conditions as Figure 2 , are presented. Here .0. 11 = (.0. • B)/B. J 11 = 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

(J · Bl/B an d .0. = v x v. The ha tched areas corr espond to posiLlvc .O.n 

and J 11 (earthward field a ligned cu rrent) . In the para l l e l vorLlci.ty 

panel (.0. 11 ) t here are f ou r types of convection cells: viscous cells 

(A). tail lobe (o r plasma sheet) cells (A' I. high latitude (or 

merging) cel ls (B) and induced viscous cel ls (C) at Low latitudes . 

There arc also four major types of field aligned curre nt s: region 1 

curr ents ( Rl) a t in te rme diate latitudes, tall rcgJon 1 c ur re n ts (TR l ) 

in t he nightside, region 2 c urrents (R2) at low latitudes, and polar 

cap c urrents at high la titudes. The polar cap field aligned currents 

incl ude dayside c usp currents (DC) for southward I MF and dayside 

magnetopau se currents (DMP) and polar cap northe rn B. currents (PC) 

for other cases. There is a small s ign of inner magnetopause currents 

(IMP) in higher latitudes. The r e gion 1 currents f low away from the 

ionosphere on the dusk side and flow into it on t he dawn side, while 

the region 2 and polar cap cu rrents flow into the 

dus k side and flow out from it on the dawn side. 

ionosphere on 

It i s important 

the 

to 

not e that the region 1 type currents expand into t he polar cap fo r 

sout hward IMF . This occurred because t he in tegration was carried out 

along open field lines which extend through t he magnetosphere. When 

the integration is limited to the magnetosphere the region 1 currents 

are replaced with the c usp currents of region 2 type (see Ogino et 

a l. . 1986) . 

3.2 Simulation results for high spatial resolution 

The magne t ospheric confi guration and polar cap structure will be 

demonstrated with typica l s imulat io n results fr om five different IMF 

conditions: (a) imposed southward lMF with B z B z o -5nT. (b) 

incoming southward IMF with Dz = -5nT and Bzo = OnT, (c) no IMF with 

Bz = Bz o = OnT, (d) incoming northward IMF with Bz 5nT a nd Bzo OnT 

and (e) imposed northward [MF with B. = Bz o = 5nT, where B. and Bz o 
stand for the z-component o f IMF incoming with the upstream solar wind 
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and the z-component of IMF initially imposed in the whole system, 

respectively. Therefore, the essential difference between (a) and (b) 

for southward lMf is whether or not the uniform southward IMF ls 

initially imposed inside the e arth's magnetosphere. We used a (N • . 

Ny, Nz) = (150, 50, 50) pojnt grid with 0.5Re grid spacing as was 

previously mentioned. The snap shot shown in the following figures is 

depi cted at 1280 time steps or 39 minutes for cases (a), (b) and (c), 

and at 1536 time steps or 48 minutes for (d) and (e). 

In Figure 4 are shown the magnetospheric configuration and 

cap structure for case (a) with an imposed southward IMF of B z 

-5nT. The upper pane l shows the 3-dimensional configura t ion 

magnetic field lines where the green correspond to the closed 

po l ar 

8 z 0 = 

of t he 

field 

lines with both ends returning to the ionosphere, and the blue field 

lines are open with one end in the ionosphere and one connecte d to the 

interplanetary field . The yellow and red field lines are completely 

detached from the earth. The middle panel shows the northern polar 

projections of the plasma density p, plasma pressure p, parallel 

velocity Vii, open -closed field region, parallel vort i city n11 and field 

a ligned current J ii · Red and yellow represent positive values while 

blue means negative. For instance, in vu the ea rthward flow is shown 

by the red areas and the tailward flow by the blue areas, while in the 

parallel current plot the earthward current is red and the upward 

c urrent is blue. On the open-closed field region panel t h e closed 

magnetic field region is depicted in blue while the open field region 

is in r e d and yellow. Red indicates that the f ield line leaves the 

back (x =xo ) of the simulation box and yellow indicates that the field 

line leaves the top (z=z o). The bottom panel left display shows cross 

sectional patterns of the magnetic field, plasma pressure and density 

in the noon - midnight meridional (x-z) and equatorial (x-y) planes and 

t he ta il cross sectional patterns (y-z plane) at two different 

positions i n the tail (x = - 15 Re and -30R.). Here red corresponds t o 

the max imum. 

For the imposed southward IMF in Figure 4, magne tic reconnection 

near the subsolar point and t he formation of a near-earth magnetic 

neutral line are c l early seen. The tail neutral line which is 

initially located at x = -19Re moves towards the earth until about x = 

- 9R •. The plasma shee t is separated by tail magnetic reconnec t ion at 

the near -earth neutral line , and its tailward part begins to propagate 

tailward as a plasmoid. One of the interesting features is that t he 

plasma s heet and t h e plasmoid are extremely thin in the z direction 

over the wide ranges of the x and y directions. The feature can be 
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also seen on the tail cross- sec tional pattern. On the northern polar 

projections the positions of the cusp and the plasma sheet are clearly 

recognized from p and v 1r. The cusp latitude is about 77 ° and the open 

region expands until 65 ° latitude at midnight. The viscous cells , 

tail lobe cells and induced viscous cells are seen on Orr· The pattern 

of field aligned c urrents has a fine structure in comparison with that 

in Figure 3, however, a large-scale pattern composed of region 1, 

regi on 2 and tail region l currents does not change much. The c usp 

currents appear in the daysjde polar cap and in higher latitudes than 

the r egion 1 currents. In this case we limited the integration to the 

region within the magnetosphere (region for Vx > -0.2 v , .) . The cusp 

currents are located in the open field region, so they must be 

generated by a strong twisting of reconnected open field lines near 

the dayside magnetopause. 

In Figure 5 the magnetospheric configuration and polar cap 

structure for case (b) with an incoming southward IMF of Bz = -5nT and 

Bz o = OnT have been plotted. In this case the tail neutral li nes are 

not yet formed 39 minutes after the simulation begins, although 

dayside reconnection is occurring. The tail magnetic field lines 

change from dipola r to concave at x - lOR.. The plasma sheet is 

thicker than it was for case (a). On the polar projections, the cusp 

shifts to a somewhat higher latitude of 80°, and the open field region 

shrinks considerably. It is noted that a narrow arch of the high 

plasma pressure is formed at 75 ° lat itude in the dayside. In the same 

region an earthward flow and field aligned currents are enhanced. 

These phenomena seem to be associated with a strong distortion of the 

geomagnetic field lines inside the magnetopause. 

In Figure 6 we present the magnetospheric configuration and polar 

cap structure for case (c) with no IMF (Bz = Bz o = OnT). In th is case 

reconnected open field lines are not seen in the dayside magnetosphere 

although there are distorted closed fie ld lines near the magnetopause. 

The plasma sheet becomes thicker in the z direct i on near t he 

noon - midnight meridian. On the polar plots, the open field region 

shifts to a higher latitude of 82° at noon, although it extends to 

almost the same lati tude as in case (b) at midnight. Note the field 

lines are open, even though the IMF is zero because they exit the rear 

(x=x 0 ) of the simulation box. The cusp l atitud e is about 80 ° at noon. 

The cusp c urre nts noted in cases (a) and (b) disappear, and the 

dayside magnetopause currents with the region 2 sense are seen at t he 

highest latitudes. 

In Figure 7 the magnetospheric configuration and polar cap 
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Fig. 4. The magnetospheric configuration and polar cap struc ture f o r 

case (a) with an imposed southward IMF of Bz=Bz 0 =-5nT. 
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Fig. 5. The magnetospheric configuration and polar cap structure for 

case (b) with an incoming southward IMF of Bz=-5nT and Bz 0 =0nT. 
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Fig. 6 . The magnetospheric configuration and polar cap structure for 

case (c) with no IMF . 
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(d )northward I~F, Bz=SnT and Bz0 =0nT 

Fig. 7. The magnetospheri c configuration and polar cap structure for 

case (d) with an incoming northward IMF of Bz=5nT and Bz 0 =0nT. 
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Fig. 8. The magnetospheric configuration and polar cap structure for 

case (e) with an imposed northward IMF of Bz=Bz 0 =5nT. 
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structure for case (d) with an incoming northward IMF of Bz = 5nT and 

Bzo = OnT have been plotted. In this case the closed field lines, 

which extend toward the high latitude tail over the cusp are seen. 

They are evidence that magnetic reconnectJon is occurring in the high 

latitude tail. The region of the dipolar geomagnetic field lines 

expands, that is the tail field lines become rather convex. At the 

same time the plasma sheet expands toward the lobes and the high 

latitude ionosphere. On the polar plots, the high latitude or merging 

convection cells appear, and the northern Bz polar cap field aligned 

currents are enhanced. The high latitude convection is consistent 

with sunward convection near the noon - midnight meridian and is 

produced from the high latitude tail reconnection. The plasma sheet 

extension is slightly more pronounced than it was for case (c). 

In Figure 8 we plot the magnetospheric configuration and polar 

cap structure for case (e) with an imposed northward IMF of Bz = Bzo = 

5nT. Agaln magnetic field lines reconnect in the high latitude tail. 

Convex fi e ld lines are formed near the noon - midnight merjdian in the 

magnetotail. As a result the plasma sheet thickens near the 

noon - midnight meridian in the tail and also expands towards the higher 

latitude ionosphere near the earth. On the polar plots the open field 

r e gion shrinks greatly. The plasma sheet extends as a narrow finger 

from midnight toward noon. The region of the plasma shee t extension 

corresponds to a closed field r e gion, and field aligned currents of 

the region 1 type are generated on both sides of the plasma sheet 

extension. 

5. Discussion 

The quasi-steady state magnetospheric configuration and polar cap 

structure for five different IMF conditions have been calculated by 

using a 3-dimensional time-dependent MHO model with high spatial 

resolution (6x=O.SR.) and longer magnetotail (x=-50 .25R.). The high 

resolution model reproduced results from an earlier model [Ogino and 

Walk e r, 1984; Ogino et al., 1985; 1986) which had lower spatial 

resolution (6X=1Re) and a shorter magnetotall (x=-30.5R.). The main 

difference between the two models is the fine structure. 

In Figure 9 we have plotted the 3-dimensional configurations of 

fJeld aligned currents in the earth's magnetosphere as a function of 

the z-components of IMF. There are three kinds of field aligned 

currents in the ionosphere: dayside cusp (CC) or polar cap (PC) 
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current at the highest latitudes, region currents (Rl) at middle 

latitudes, and region 2 currents (R2) at the lowest latitudes [Iijima 

and Potemra, 1976a: 197Gb; Iijima et al., 1984]. On the dusk side the 

polar cap (PC or CC) and R2 currents flow into the ionosphere whereas 

the Rl current flows away from the ionosphere. In the magnetotail 

there are fundamentally four kinds of field aligned currents. 

Starting fr·om the lriglr latitude LaJl and moving towards the plasma 

sheet, they are Lire dayslde magnetopause (DI\1P), inner magnetopause 

(IMP), polar cap (PC or CC) and tail region 1 (TRl) currents. The DMP 

current is partly replaced with the southern B, magnetopause current 

(S~P) for southward IMF. The DMP c urrent partly flows into the IMP 

and the polar cap (PC or CC) cu rrents in the polar region inside the 

magnetopause. Near the equator the Rl current primarily merges 

the cross tail current in the plasma sheet and partly flows into 

into 

the 

R2 current . The 1'Rl current merges into the cross tail current in the 

far tall and then connects with the magnetopause currents. 

It should be noted that the types of field aligned currents 

obtained in the polar cap or the magnetoLail do not depend on the IMF 

Bz component. llowC'ver, the spatial distributions of currents are 

greatly affected by the IMF. The field aligned currents are earthward 

at high latitudes (PC or CC) and at low latitudes (R2) on the dusk 

side, while they arc upward at mJddle latitudes (Rl and TRl). The 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

southward IMF, Bz = -5 nT 

z 

Fig. 9. Three-dimensional 

z z 

Bz = 0 nT northward IMF, Bz = 5 nT 

conf iguration of the field aligned 

currents in the earllt's magnetospher e as a function of the z

componcnt of the JM~. 
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field aligned currents in the magnetotail are tailward near the 

equator (TR1) and earthward near the lobe and magnetopause (PC or CC). 

The field aligned currents flow ln the opposite directions on the dawn 

side. Moreover, the tail region 1 (TR1) currents are parallel to the 

equator for southward IMF but extend along the noon-midnight meridian 

for northward IMF. This phenomenon corresponds to the appearance of 

region 1 type field aligned currents on both sides of the plasma sheet 

extension for northward IMF and also ls consistent with observation of 

the theta aurora [Frank et al., 1982; Frank et al., 1986; Menietti and 

Burch, 1987). 

by the 

1979; 

The field aligned currents can be generated either 

parallel vorticity or by pressure gradients [Hasegawa and Sato, 

Stern, 1983; Vasyliunas, 1984; Ogino, 1986]. The relationships are 
approximately described by the followig coupl ed equations [Ogino, 

1986]' 

4 4 4 

d.O.u p. 8 2 J u 28•VpxV8 
V20u - Vu-

dt p p 8 p8 2 
(2a) 

dJ11 7J 1 
V2J II - vusnu 0, 

~t P. o P. o 
(2b) 

-+ -+ 
where v 11 = (8/B)·V and P. o is the magnetic permeability. When there are 

no viscosity and resistivity, the coupled equations are rcdured to 
4 4 4 

Vu (Ju/B) = 28•Vp X VB/8 4 in a steady state and to Ju = ± (P!P.o) I /2 nu 

for the Alfven mode without pressure gradients. Thus it can be 

understood that the parallel vorticity and the gradient of plasma 

pressure a re primarily two important quantities for the generation of 

field aligned currents. In the present simulation the region 1 

currents are mainly generated from the magn etosphe ric convection and 

the region 2 currents from the pressure gradients at the inner 

boundary of the plasma sheet. 

The generation mechanisms of the region 1 and 2 field aligned 

currents have been discussed in detail by the previous simulation 

results [Ogino, 1986 ; Ogino et a1., 1985; 1986]. The tail region 1 

currents flow at the boundary layers between the lobes and the plasma 

sheet, and are probably generated by both the lobe convection and the 

pressure gradients. The cusp currents for southward IMF come from the 

parallel vorticity caused by the strong twisting of reconnected open 

field lines, while the northern Bz polar cap cu rrents come from the 

parallel vorticity of the sunward convection due to high latitude tail 
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reconnection. The cusp currents and the northern Bz currents at 

highest latitudes flow in the same directions, although the polar 

convection near the sun- earth meridian is opposite, that is, 

antisunward for southward IMP and sunward for northward IMP. This is 

because the cusp currents and the northern Bz currents are generated 

by the parallel vorticitles in association with open and closed field 

lines, respec Ll ve ly. 

Next, the effect of the IMF o, component will be 

more detail. In general the polar cap or open field 

for southward IMF whllc it shrlnks for northward IMF. 

discussed in 

region expands 

There are also 

differences which depend on the initial conditions in the simulation. 

For example, if we compare the case of an imposed southward IMF with 

that of an incoming IMF, we find that the lower edge of the open field 

region on the polar projection docs not change so much at noon, it 

somewhat expands toward the low latitudes on the dawn and dusk sides 

and shifts toward the low latitudes near midnight. Moreover, the 

large scale convection patterns and parallel current patterns in the 

dayside polar cap are very similar in the two cases. Thus th~ main 

differences between the imposed IMF and incoming IMF appear in the 

magnetotail in the plasma sheet region and are relatively small in the 

dayside magnetosphere. This suggests two possibilities in the present 

MHO model. First, the magnetosphere either needs a longer time than 

about 40 minutes for the IMF Bz component to penetrate into the 

magnetotail or only an amount of IMF Bz component can penetrate in the 

magnetotail in a steady state. In this calculation the magnetotail 

was only SORe long. It is important to include a more distant 

magnctotail in our simulation system. The shortness of the tall is 

one reason why a near - earth magnetic neutral line did not form after 

39 minutes in the incoming southward IMF case and why the plasma sheet 

extension is less pronounced for the incoming northward IMF case. In 

further studies we will examine how quickly the IMF Bz component 

penetrates into the magnetotail and the amount of IMF Bz component 

that can penetrate into the magnetotail in a steady state. 

The boundary condition near the earth is fixed at 3.5Re. and all 

the perturbations are artificialy damped to zero through a smooth 

transition layer for 3.5 Re < { ~ 5.5 Re. Therefore. the field aligned 

currents do not form a closed loop in the ionosphere. Rather they 

close just outside of the model ionosphere. However, since the field 

aligned currents which flow toward the ionosphere or toward the outer 

magnetosphere steadily exist for f > 3.5 R., it is expected that they 

can be stretched up to the ionosphere with no artificial damping and 
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with higher spatial resolution ncar the earth. Moreover , the 

characte r istic features of field aligned currents are self

consistently calculated in the generation regions of the earth's 

magnetosphere and repr esent a similar polar pattern to the 

observations depending on the z-componcnt of IMF. It Is, of cour se, 

an important future problem to Include the response of ionosphere in 

the present global ~HD model. 

6. Conclusion 

The IMF B. dependent Interact ion between the solar wind and the 

earth's magnetosphere has been studied by using a high-resolution and 

time-dependent t hree -di mensi ona l MilD model. The characteristic 

features of the earth's magnetosphere, such as bow shock, 

magnctosheath, magnetopause. magnetotail, and plasma sheet, have been 

modeled for five different lMF conditions. 

The four major convection cells composed of viscous cells, tail 

lobe cells, high latitude merging cel l s and l ow latitude induced 

viscous cells. The four types of major field aligned cu rrents 

composed of region 1 currents, tail region 1 curr ents, pola r cap (or 

c usp) c urrents and region 2 currents, which were found in the low 

resolution model, were r eproduced by the high resolution MilD model, 

although an additional fine structure also appeared. The open field 

region expands t oward l ow latitudes in the nightside polar cap when 

the southward [1\lf is imposed rather than incoming. Also, the 

near -ea rth neutral line forms only for the imposed southward IMF case. 

Thus the effect of the IMF n. component appears in t he dayside 

magnetosphere after only about 10 minutes however it needs a longer 

time for the magnctotai l. 

For northward IMF the sunward convection near the noon-midnigh t 

meridian is similarly formed in both the imposed and incoming cases by 

the high latitude tail reconnection. However, the plasma sheet 

extension becomes less pronounced for incoming northward IMF, though 

it still continues to grow. Moreover, the open field region 

remarkably shrinks near midnight on the polar projection for imposed 

northward D1F. 

[n order to study the inte raction between the 

magn etosphere and the ionosphere in more detail, 

solar wind, 

we will need 

the 

to 

include a realistic ionospheric 

diffusion term in the magnetotail. 

model and possibly a 

We also need to move 

magnetic 

the tall 
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boundary furth0r and further away from the earth. Finally, we need to 

consider the dynamic behavior or Lhe earth's magnetospher e. 
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